
The company you’ve trusted for decades to provide top-tier commercial aircraft MRO support has expanded its capabilities to 
include B737 landing gear

Now, count on Able for landing gear modifications and upgrades for B737-700/-800/-900 generation aircraft – all completed by our 
more than 450 on-site engineers, mechanics and sales and customer service specialists, within a brand new, 60,000-square-foot 
facility expansion custom-built for full-fleet aftermarket support.

Together with our position as a Textron company, these advantages give Able the bandwidth and resources necessary to serve a 
skyrocketing demand for large-scale fixed-wing platforms like the B737 – now one of the industry’s largest passenger fleets.

If you are a commercial airline, landing gear shop or third-party supplier, we are ready and Able to be your single, experienced 
source for B737 landing gear repair.

BOEING 737NG LANDING GEAR
Engine Mounting Systems

Flap Tracks/Carriages/Attach Fittings
Sequencing Carriages

Flap Transmissions
Stabilizer Trim Units

Ratio Changer

Small & Large Mechanisms
Landing Gear Components

Spoiler Mixers
Crew Seats
Quadrants

FAA APPROVED REPAIRS
Able’s component repairs provide a lower-cost alternative to buying new, without sacrificing quality or 

performance. Over the decades, our technical sta� has developed more than 10,000 FAA-approved repairs, 
exchanges and approved replacement parts for fixed- and rotor-wing customers across the globe.

EXPERIENCED SUPPORT FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
All B737 upgrades are completed out of Able’s state-of-the-art, 260,000-square-foot headquarters. This includes 

a recently completed, 60,000-square-foot building expansion designed and outfitted with the latest technology to 
support large-scale fixed-wing aircraft components. 

COMPONENT COMPETENCIES 
In the fixed-wing sector, Able’s component maintenance program o�ers truly comprehensive support in one of the 

industry’s most e�cient one-stop environments. Look to Able to provide component capabilities around the 
following core areas:

FAA APPROVED REPLACEMENT PARTS
Some components simply can’t be repaired. In these cases, Able provides customers with continued savings 

through a deep inventory of FAA-approved replacement parts – designed by Able experts and tested to meet or 
exceed the performance of original equipment at only a percentage of the cost of buying new. 
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OUR MISSION   |   TO SAFELY REDUCE AIRCRAFT OPERATING COSTS BY PROVIDING RESOURCEFUL COMPONENT REPAIR, OVERHAUL AND APPROVED REPLACEMENT PARTS SOLUTIONS.

BOEING 737 NG

Nose Landing Gear     162A1100-X 

NLG Drag Strut      161A2100-X

Main Landing Gear      161A1100-67/-68

MLG Walking Beam       161A7100-3/-4

MLG Side Stays      161A2100-21A/-22A

DESCRIPTION     PN DESCRIPTION     PN

DESCRIPTION     PN
DESCRIPTION     PN NLG Retract Actuator    273A1101-2

NLG Down Lock Actuator   273A1201-2

NLG Steering Actuator     275A1101-5 & -6

NLG Steering Valve    383900-1011

MLG Retract Actuator    273A2101-X

MLG Down Lock Actuator   273A2201-1

MLG Uplock Assembly     161A6100-X

ACTUATION
ACTUATION

MAIN LANDING GEAR NOSE LANDING GEAR

DESCRIPTION     PN

Main Landing Gear    001A6103-55/-56

DRESSED CONFIGURATION
DESCRIPTION     PN

Nose Landing Gear    001A6200-5

DRESSED CONFIGURATION

In an era of 

unprecedented demand 

for B737 aftermarket 

care, Able is putting its 

knowledge and resources 

to work – expanding our 

facility and refining our 

processes to add B737 

landing gear to our 

existing, comprehensive 

programs for Boeing and 

Airbus engine mounts, 

tracks, carriages and 

actuation assemblies.

COMING SOON: 

Complete repair, overhaul 

and exchange options for 

B737-700/-800-900 

aircraft. Have a growing 

need for B737 landing 

gear support? Able is 

committed to growing 

with you!

MAIN 
LANDING GEAR

NOSE 
LANDING GEAR


